
WeatherAction Video on weather in May and the inexorable slide towards a new Little Ice 
Age http://bit.ly/LPG7mi PLUS Met Office admit Jet Stream has shifted South http://bit.ly/KI2BKg  
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WeatherAction predicted Earth-Facing major Coronal 
Hole 4-5 June - part of events which triggered world-
wide deluges & storms http://bit.ly/N8fIWh   
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Now they want to rob us £42million to get it wrong quicker! 
 

Met Office want £42,000,000 for new supercomputer; 

WeatherAction can warn 95% of major UK storms for £351 

Simple application of WeatherAction public top Red warning forecasts could have 
warned the public of severe floods in Wales and England early June while the UK 
Met Office continues to fail the nation. 
Piers Corbyn, astrophysicist and founder of WeatherAction.com long 
range forecasters said “Our solar-driven Top Red Warnings rule that 
whatever we or any forecaster has got right or wrong 
about a weather pattern then as reality comes into 
view any precipitation the Met Office computers 
predict with 12 to 24 hrs to go must be at least 
doubled and winds upped.  As Metro pointed out on 
11 June over twice as much rain fell in Wales and 
many other places than the MO feeble yellow alert 
suggested.  We had a top ‘R5’ Red warning within 
the 5-8thJune period followed by an ‘R3’ to ‘keep it bad’. This turned a 3 inch deluge threat into a 6 inch torrent and 
major flood certainty  to follow. Morrisons Aberystwyth became a sunken Noah’s Ark, riverside homes at Llandre 
were swamped and many other parts of the UK and Ireland were badly deluged or flooded”. See http://bit.ly/NqdZKA  

The UK MO backed by deluded MPs want £42M spent over 3 years* to ‘deliver extreme weather warnings’ by upping 
their computer game whilst WeatherAction’s charge for 3 years of publicly available, now, detailed advanced warnings 
of when MetOffice forecasts require serious modification is just £351 (for Red Warnings / ‘Extreme events Rest of 
World’ via http://bit.ly/utWrvj ) *http://bit.ly/w3ETJj  

Call Global Cooling Deniers to account! 
Piers said: “We score 95% success for our ‘Solar factors’ changes to TV forecasts of potential major storms. We warned when 
snow/snow showers forecast by UK MO for Scotland in recent winters would turn into economy-halting blizzards. The nationalist 
Scottish Government however doesn’t want to know and prefers to take instructions from the English dominated UK MO and carry 
on building prayer wheels (wind farms) in the name of so-called CO2 Global warming which is an implicit part of the UK MO failed 
approach and the economy-ruining ‘Green’ policies of the Coalition Govt and EU.  Standard meteorology has reached its peak and 
no amount of extra computing power can overcome its limits anymore than £42 million spent on improving candles could make a 
light-bulb or laser beam.  Standard meteorology’s prime assumptions that weather and climate are dictated by previous weather and 
climate plus CO2 is delusional nonsense. Recent and long past CO2 changes have no observed affect at all on weather or climate.  
Extreme weather events and climate changes start with magnetic and particle action 93million miles away on the sun which change 
the Jet stream. We show this daily in our forecasts which beat all-comers from months ahead. The Met Office/MPs application is 
theft in the name of failed science and must be stopped.  A faster Met Office computer will just give wrong answers quicker! Instead 
we need accountable policies using evidence-based science.  The major weather extremes in recent months and years are part of the 
approach to a new ‘Little Ice Age’ (LIA) like which struck in the early 1800s (the ‘Dalton Minimum’ of solar activity), or the late 
1600s (The ‘Maunder Minimum’)  The BBC-MO now admit the Jet stream has been shifting South a lot; as it did during ‘Little Ice 
Ages’, but they refuse to join up the dots. The world is cooling however much the BBC-MO twist data and hide reality.” 


